A property of maps between closed 3-manifolds, implied by cellularity and implying UV°, is that the mapping cylinder embed locally in S4. It is not clear what topological properties are preserved under such maps. In the present note, we show that a closed 3-manifold admits such a map onto S3 if and only if its suspension is S*.
In [ó] , it was shown that if / is a map of the closed 3-manifold M onto itself such that the mapping cylinder Z¡ of/ embeds in S*, then Z/^MX [0, l] . The situation with regard to maps between (possibly) different manifolds was unclear, and the following question was asked: If / is a mapping of the closed 3-manifold M onto S3 such that Zf embeds in S*, must M be homeomorphic to S3? Notation. If f'.X->Y is a map, Z¡ denotes its mapping cylinder (with X and Y identified as subsets of Z¡, as usual). 2(X) denotes the suspension of X, and "~" means topological equivalence. (Sketch of proof. A result of Wilder [8] shows that Z¡ w is lcK mod V, so/ is wi/°°-trivial; applying Wright [9] , we obtain a locally finite subset 7" of V such that each/_1(y) is cellular in U, yE V-F; then, by a result of Armentrout [l] , it follows that V is locally collared in Zf \u at each point of V-F; finally, a result of Kirby [4] shows that V is locally collared in Zf \u at each point of F.) Thus, AT is locally collared in Z¡. [2] ). Moreover, Siebenmann [7] has recently shown that 22(M3)«S6 for any homotopy 3-sphere M3. Thus, if Mm is any (closed manifold) homotopy ra-sphere, k>0, and k+m^i, then ~Zk(Mm) «Sm+*. The case k = l, m = 3, is lacking a solution.
Remark 2. The above proofs can easily be modified to yield the following results. If f'.M->N is an onto map between closed 3-manifolds such that Z¡ embeds locally in S4 then M is homeomorphic to the connected sum NfH, where H is a closed 3-manifold and 2 (22) Si. Conversely, if M = N#H where 2V and H are closed 3-manifolds and 2(22) ~S4, then there exists a map of M onto N whose mapping cylinder is a topological manifold with boundary M\JN.
